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ABSTRACT 

The author has developed a new system of character generator which is able to display 
more than 14,364 different Korean characters by the inputs of the 24 fundamental elements. 
In this system, all of the Korean characters are formalized into 30 kinds of character forms 
(each having 70-980 characters), from which the seven form features are detected to 
control and combine the input fundamental elements at their proper sizes and positions in 
a character frame. 

The device is very simple and economical and all of the Korean characters can be dis
played on CRT by the operation of only 24 input keys in good character quality. 

1. Introduction 

Character display has been rapidly progressed from the simple number indicator 
to the monitoring and checking of information in accordance with the development 
of information society. In addition to CRT as its output device, plasma display, 
liquid crystal, and light emitting diode have been employed according to the ex
ploitation of new materials [PooLE (1966), HoBBS (1966), WILLSON (1968), BITZER 
(1968), Russ (1968)]. 

The problem of character generation is utmost important in the character dis
play, which is true particularly in the case of Korean and Chinese characters where 
the kinds of characters are numerous and hence very complicated devices are re
quired [SHAITO (1968)]. In contrast with the conventional methods of character display 
where, in general, one output is generated corresponding to one input, in the pro-

* Dr. Lee is Professor of Electronic Engineering at Nin-ha University, Seoul, Korea, 
He had been a visiting professor at Keio University from Dec. 1972 to March 1973. 
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posed method, the inputs of fundamental elements constituting a character are chang
ed in their sizes and positions and combined to form that characters at the output. 
So, the 14,364 different Korean characters can be generated from only 24 keys of 
5 bits and good quality of combined characters can be obtained with a simple and 
economical device. From the experiment with this device, it was confirmed that 
over one million characters, including those which can express the pronounciation 
of archaic words, dialects, and words of foreign origin, can be generated from 
the 24 fundamental elements. In section 2, the general description of Korean 
character is presented. The principal ideas and methods of this study are introduced 
in section 3. That is, the discriminations of character forms are performed by 
giving the characteristic codes to the fundamental elements. In section 4, the 
practical circuits of this system are constructed. Conclusions and discussions are 
presented in section 5. 

2. Korean character 

The Korean character, Hangeul, was invented by Sejong the Great in Septem
ber, 1446. It is one of the most perfect phonogram that has ever been established 
by man in human history. The scientific fabrication and its logical process of 
character synthesis will be explained here. 

A. Fundamental elements 

It should first be noted that, in Korean character, there are 28 fundamental 
elements and all of the characters are synthesized by the combination of this 28 
fundamental elements in rectangular frame. 

The 28 fundamental elements are composed of 17 consonants and 11 vowels 
which are combined to represent all of the possible sounds of Korean language. 
These consonants and vowels are presented in Table 1. 

As shown in Table 1, the 17 consonants are partitioned into 5 groups in ac
cordance with their phonetic characteristics and each of these 5 groups has their 

basic consonants such as " 7 , L . D , 1\ , 0 ". It is very interesting to 

note the fact that each of the symbols of the basic consonants resembles the figure 
of the vocal organs when they are pronounced. All of the other consonants had 
been deriven successively by adding one stroke to their basic consonant. For ins-

tance, the consonant " c " can be derived from the consonant " C " which is 

also able to be deriven from the basic consonant " L ". It is very important to 

note the fact that every element in the same row in Table 1 belongs to the same pro
nounciation series. That is to say, in the 5th row of consonant in Table 1, the element 

" 7\ " is the voiced sound of the element " 7\ " and also this pronounciation is 
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Table 1. Fandamental elements (17 consonants and 11 vowels) 

Classification 
of sound 

Velar 
sound 

Lingual 
sound 

Labial 

sound 

Dental 
sound 

Guttaral 
sound 

Semi -linguai-S 
Semi- d entai~S 

Consonants 
ca.) 

7·---~ 
''J) c K') 

--------. :6. 
L. .. jf\ .. : 

L---- C-- c 
()t) cd'> ct'> 

D -- ~ I:::J - -- II 
,ml cp' J 

1\ ---- 7\ -- 7\ 
( s) c-L3'> ( i3' J 

-~ o --- o --o 
'h) 

2 
rr:Q J 

------ _____ .L----+----L------l 

Vowels 
( b> ('(.) 

- - --
' (w> ( i.) 

t- -- ~ 
(Q.) <j0.) 

1 -- =f 
.~) \ j •> 

_L- -.LL 
lO) CJOl 

T- -TT 
( y) iJU.) 

•* 

deriven from the pronounciation of the element " A ". This is only because the 

elements had been partitioned by their phonetic characteristics. 
The vowels, presented in Table 1, are able to be deriven by the same method 

used in the derivation of the consonants. The vowels which are on the same row 
in Table 1, also belong to the same pronounciation series. 

The elements " ~ . 0 , • ", and " 2 " do not conform to this way of 

derivation. They were particulary established to represent the peculiar vocals of 

Korean language at first. However, the pronounciations of the elements" L , , . ' 

and " O " had vanished from the modern Korean language and are not being used 

nowadays. Also, the elements " 0 " and " 0 " are being used recently without 

distinction. Therefore, it is regarded that there are 24 fundamental elements in 
Korean character nowadays. In addition to these fundamental elements, a few of 

single consonants such as " 7 , C , A , [] , 7\ " can be used as double 

consonants like " 77 . [[ , A/\ . [][] , AA ". The pronounciations of the dou-

ble consonants which have stronger accents than the corresponding single consonants 
are not differentiated in western languages. 
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B. Combining process 

In combining the fundamental elements to synthesize characters, the concept 
of the initial sound, medial (vowel), and the final sound should be understood. This 
concept applies to the partition of a syllable. Namely, the initial sound means any 
consonant which is pronounced first in a character and the final sound means any 
consonant which is pronounced last in a character. The medial (vowel) is the lead
ing sound of a character. Note is to be made that the Korean character is a mo
nosyllabic one. This classification of sounds in a character merely represents the 
order of sounds when they are combined into a character, not the difference between 
the pronounciations of their sound. 

For instance, the character " ct-- (da)" is composed of the initial sound " C 

(d)" and a medial sound " t- (a) ". The character " ~ (dal)" can be obtained 

by adding the final sound " 2 (1)" to the character " cf-- (da) ". Also, the charc-

ter " 2~ (dalg')," which makes use of a compound consonant " 2l (lg')", can be 

obtained by adding the consonant " I (g)" to the character " ~ (dal)". Another 

example shows that, when the consonant " C (d) " is combined with the vowel 

" j_ (o) ", it makes the character " S: (do)" and also makes the character " ~ 

(dol)" and " ~ (dolg')" with the addition of another single or compound consonant. 

This logical process of character synthesis are shown in Table 2. 
As shown in the example above, all of the Korean characters are synthesized 

in the logical process of combining the consonants and vowels in succession. This 
is the special characteristics of the Korean character structure. Note the fact that, 

in Korean character, some of the vowels (such as t- , F= I ~ I ~ , ) are 

combined with the consonants horizontally and the others (such as _L , ...1l , T , 

lf , - ) are combined with the consonants vertically. Also these vowels can be 

combined with the consonants in both directions simultaneously. In Table 3, the 
four examples of character synthesis are shown. 

Table 2. Process of character synthesis. 

r;~- t:t-- r::~ 7}-- 2~-- 71-"2 ~1 2 ~ 
(d4.) (c/o.i.) (J4'> CJ-o..> Cffa1) Cjal.f> 

£.-- £- ..s=. 2-2--~ 
2 e1 C! ~ 

cd.o> cd.o~) cdo£1> ego) caoJ.) (joPa'>· 
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7 
L 

t: 
2 
t:J 

tf 

" 0 
7( 

"' 7 
E 
JI.. 
..1-
0 

.:.. 
0 

Korean Character Display by Variable Combination Method 

Table 3. Examples of Korean character 

1-f:-l:i.i-..u..T-rr-J 

7~ 71= rl 1=t .J2. jj?_ ;z- 7t .:z_ 71 
Lf J.,..~ z.. ~ 1;:1 !1:. j:[. .!f-* ;!:.. ~ 
r~ l* t ~ r=1 .s:. .Ji. -9- -ii- E. c::l 
e.~ zJ i!~ i::l JL iLSf-~ c_ ar 
D~ 0~ o-1 £tt _!2.. .fZ._!f-~ _E. t:Jf 

tl ~ t1 ~ tH tl:t 1i!.. lLJi!.-¥:-;!. tf I 
,1~ A~ .rl 4:1 .&:.. Jt. ~-# .t;:. ~I 
o~ o~ o-t o:l ..2-..R..-¥--i-~ ol 
:;{~ ;t~ -H l=f .£ 3£. ~~ ~ :;c I 
*~ -;\~~*=~ ~JE~~~~ 
7t vt ~ =1::f :sL Ji!. .:f.ff E.. :, 1 
~~ r ~ c-1 r-1 ~if_ if-~.!§.. ~I 
JtJ- :rt= .9:~ .Jr:l ~ :E.~~ :!: .tt:l 
-M--t~ ~ t=l -:i:..::/L ~ ~ -6'" ifl 

. 
' 

(a). 

' . . ~ ' 

(c) 

7 
L. 

r: 
2 
0 

tl 
A 
0 

A 

* 
7 
E 
.:0::. 
..a-
0 

I 
f 

H ~ ..,; :tL.Li _,; ,: 1rl -i . . . . ' .. 
7~ 7ij rll 7.:11 ~ £1-=rl ~l.:z.l 
lJI Ul z.-JI J.;41 ~ ~~ .!rl ~ .!::-1 
PI ~ r:~l c;ll ~ Iil ~ ~I !::I 
~~ ~~~' ~1~1~1 ~~ 
oH oij o-Il PII g.l .fl.l .!1-1 ~ !!-1 
ttR 11" !HI ~I !tl ~I J}l ~I ~ 
,.(.~ -<M ~I 4~1 ~I ~llfl4rl b-l 
oij oM o-fl o:!l 9-l .al JJ.I %1 .9-l 
:;tK A" ~~I ~~I ~I ~ ~ ~ .z.l 
;ttf*H ~1-t11 ~I~~~ ~I 
:1J11" T-11 ~I .£1 i!.l.:tl ~ 3-l 
at ~H E~l f!:ll .il.i.l ~I iJ §.1 
.n:tl JIJf ji;jl Jill ~~I ~I ~I ~I 
-iii~ i:ll i<fl :t:l :ll :t-1 :9rl t-1 

(b) 

77~ 7J~ 77-1 n:f ?l 1! .1f ~ I!. '7"') 
rq.. I# tEl rt::f :E: 5E.!f ~ ~ cs:l 
~H)- ~8~ lilt 1114 ~!l!lflJW. ~ ttJ} 

,(,{~ M~ #I.«==~ df.lf.-*~#1 
~~"~ 111 %If ?t3f.~~ ~~I 

(d) 

As shown in Table 3(b), 140 characters of Table 3(a) can be changed to another 126 

characters all at once by adding a vowel " I (i) ". This means the abundance of 

sounds in Korean character. In this way, total of 14,364 characters can be syn
thesized. from the combination of the 24 fundamental elements. However, the 
average number of Korean characters which is good enough in every day life 
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amounts to 3000-4000 characters approximately. 

3. Basic considerations for optimum design 

A. Several problems in combining the fundamental elements 

In displaying the large number of characters (more than 10 thousand), the 
character generator is one of the most troublesome part to construct on account of 
the large number of input lines and the massiveness of its apparatus. The one 
feature which raises hopes of a workable Korean character generator is the fixed 
number of its fundamental elements and the logical methods of character synthesis. 
However, the singularity and complexity of its character structure raises a lot of 
problems. 

For example, 
1) the number of elements that are combined in a character are not constant. 
2) in order to be combined in a rectangular frame, the same fundamental elements 

should be varied in their sizes and positions in a character, 
3) the directions of combining the fundamental elements are not fixed because 

these fundamental elements in a character are to be combined in horizontal, 
vertical or both horizontal and vertical directions with the number of two to 
seven of the fundamental elements. 

To solve these problems stated above, a new method of character generator is 
proposed in the following section. 

B. The formalization of Korean characters and its features. 

In this paper, the formalization of Korean characters and its features are ap
proached by three stage processes. 

1) In the first stage, the 24 fundamental elements are partitioned into con
sonants and vowels, represented respectively by the symbol C and V. 

Table 4. Symbols of Fundamental elements 

G: ( 7 L [ 2 0 J:l A 0 A .* 7 cIT <5" )1~ 
v : ( J- 1=-1 ~ I ..L J.L T 'Tf - ) I 0 

These C and V are defined as the form elements by which all of the Korean cha
racter forms are constructed. 

2) In the second stage, all of the possible forms of Korean characters are for-
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CCyy -- CCyy ---- CC'/V v v v C: consona11ts. 
v:vowels. cc c 

I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

CvCV ~ ~Cy ~ C.jv 

c,c 9 
I cc cvv cc cc cvv -....- cw---v v v c c,c cc y 
I ~ I 

I i I 
I 

I c ....... c- ..... I I 
I 

cqv 
I 

c c CV 
v v v"'·. ,..cv cc 
cc c;. ·y' 

I 
I 

r 
I 

I I 

I I I 

Sv ~v Sv CCV -- CCV--- CCV 
c cc cc c 

~ 
' I ·r 

I 
I 

S ~v __.___ 
I I 

~ vv -------- Cvv ccvv--- ccvv---- ccw v c cc cc c 
Fig. 1. Character forms 

malized into 30 kinds of forms by the combination of this C and V. All of these 
forms are presented in Fig. 1. 

One of the most scientific and logical characteristics in the synthesis of Korean 
character is that, as shown in Fig. 1, there are two basic character forms (CV and 

~) and all of the other 28 character forms are obtained from these two basic forms 

by adding one of form element C or V sequentially. All of the Korean characters 
belong to one of these 30 kinds of character forms. 

3) In the third stage, seven form features of character forms are deriven from 
the 30 kinds of character forms so as to discriminate the individual character forms. 
These seven features are defined as follows. 

a. Y 1(CkCk); in the case when the final sound is composed of two consonants, i.e. 
the final sound is a digraph (double consonants or compound consonants). 

b. Y2(Ck); in the case when there is one consonant as the final sound. 
c. Y3(Ci); in the case when there is one consonant as the initial sound. 
d. Y4(CiC); in the case when there are two consonants as the initial sound (double 

consonants). 
e. Y5 ( V); in the case when the vowels are combined under the initial sound. 
f. Ys( Vi); in the case when the vowel follows immediately at the right side of 

the initial sound. 
g. Y7( V'); in the case when a vowel follows immediately after the vowel which 

is combined with the initial sound element horizontally. 

These seven form features defined above, which take into account the position, 
sequence, and the existence or non-existence of the form elements, represent the 
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Fig. 2. Pattern parameters of the fundamental elements. 

local features of the character forms. The subscript (i) represents a consonant 
preceding a vowel (initial sound), and (k) represents a consonant following a vowel 
(final sound). The successive usage of C such as CiC or CkCk represents the 
digraph of the initial sound or the final sound. 

This concept of defining the seven features is fundamentally different from the 
concept of defining the character forms which has generally been used. In this 
method of using the seven features of character forms, all of the characters are 
not defined individually but defined collectively. That is to say, all of the Korean 
characters belong to one of the 30 kinds of character forms and this 30 kinds of 
character forms are automatically discriminated by the sequence and the existence 
or non-existence of the seven form features. 

C. Pattern parameters 

In general, the Roman alphabets or the Arabic numbers can be discriminated 
on CRT even though the pattern parameters are varied more or less. In Korean 
character, however, it is very defficult to discriminate the characters on CRT if a 
single pattern parameter is given because one element may be used several times 
in a character. Therefore, the four pattern parameters for the fundamental ele
ments are established in this paper to improve the quality of the displayed charac
ters. These four parameters are shown in Fig. 2. 

Though these four pattern parameters cause to increase the pattern selection 
gates, it is very effective to improve the quality of the displayed characters. The 
vowels of (table lb) and (table lc) can be obtained in pattern parameter by exchang
ing their X and Y axises of timing pulses. 

D. Characteristic codes 

In order to discriminate the character forms from their fundamental elements, 
the characteristic codes are established in Table 5. 

These characteristic codes of ABCDE are taken into account the position and 
sequence of the fundamental elements in a character. 
The explanation of this coding is followed here by several stages 

1) The discrimination between consonants and vowels are performed by the 
code position A(l, 0). 

2) The consonants are partitioned into two groups in code position B(l, 0) in 
order to make the selection of the pattern parameter Ql, and (Qz, f2a). 
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Table 5. Characteristic codes 

code ode 
~8RantL A 8 c 0 E vowels A 8 c 0 E 

--, 0 0 0 l- 0 I 
L 0 0 I ): 0 I I 0 
c 0 I 0 ; 0 0 0 
2 0 :J 0 0 0 
CJ 0 0 I 0 I 0 
f:j 0 I J_ 0 0 0 0 

" 0 .LL 0 0 0 I 0 
0 I T 0 0 
~ 0 0 ,.. 0 0 0 
X 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 

7 0 I I SPACE! 0 0 0 0 
E. 0 0 0 I 

.JI:. 0 0 I 0 
~ 

0 0 0 I I 

4) The vowels are partitioned into two groups in code position B(l, 0) accord
ing to their way of combination (horizontal and vertical). 

5) The vowels are again partitioned into 5 pairs as ( f- , T ) , ( 1= , 

lT ) , ( -i , _l_ ) , ( ~ , J.L ) , and ( j , - ) In each pair, the 

two vowels have the same codes inC, D, and E positions. By this coding, one vowel 
of each pair can be obtained from the other vowel by exchanging their X and Y axes 
of the timing pulse and so, the next stage of the circuit can be simplified. 

By partitioning the 5 bit codes into AB and CDE, many of the common codes 
are obtained to simplify the design of the circuits. This partitioning is also useful 
in selecting the several conditions that will be discussed later. Note is to given 
to the code positions A and B. These two code positions have some special mean
ings. 

With these 5 bit codes shown in Table 5, it is possible to represent all of the 
Korean characters (more than 10 thousand characters). 

E. Optimum design conditions 

The conditions which are needed to design the Korean character generator are 
established as follows. 

(a) The conditions for discriminating the character forms. 
(b) The conditions for varing the magnitude of X and Y components of the 

form elements. 
(c) The conditions for shifting the element positions in a character in propor

tion to the variation ratio of the form elements. 
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The standard size of a fundamental element in this condition is the same as 
the size of the character frame and the position shifting is taken up from the point 
where the stroke has been initiated. The size and position of fundamental element 
depend upon the number of elements in a character. 

The detailed explanation about these conditions are followed here. 

1) The conditions for discriminating the character forms 
The decision of a character form is performed by the form features which are 

detected from the successive input elements. However, the number of input ele
ments combined into one character are not constant that it is necessary to separate 
the consonants which are located between the vowels. (Note that the Korean cha
racter is a monosyllabic character) 

To seperate the consonants into syllables, spaces can be inserted between every 
characters. But the speed of displaying the input characters is lowered on account 
of the spaces between every characters. The automatic seperation of the input 
characters can be achieved by using the seven form features defined above. 

2) The conditions of varing the form elements 
The sizes of form elements should be varied in inverse proportion to the num

ber of elements in a character because several elements are to be combined into a 
rectangular frame. Also, the position of the form elements should be shifted in 
proportion to the variation ratio of the form elements. These several conditions 
of variations and shifting are stated below in detail. 

i) The reduction ratio of X component 
c. 

(a) When the input character form is CiCio CkCk, C1 V, or v: V the X compo-

nent of .each input element should be reduced to a half of their standard 
size. The coefficient of this ratio is symbolized as F(x1 1 2). 

(b) When the character form is CiCl V, or CCi V', or Ci VV', the X component 
of each element should be equally reduced to one-third of their standard 
size. The coefficient of this ratio is symbolized as F(xi1 a). 

c c1 
(c) When the character from is Vi or Vi the X component of each element 

1 
ck 

should be equally reduced to two- thir of theird standard size. The coef-
ficient of this ratio is symbolized as F(x2;a). 

(d) When the character form is v:i V the X component of the element Vi should 

be reduced to two-third of its standard size. The coefficient of this ratio 
is symbolized as F(x2/a). All of the other element in this character form 
should have the reduction ratio of F(xi;s) which is the case of (b). 

(e) When the character form is CtCi VV', the X component of each element 
should be reduced to a quarter of their standard size. The coefficient of 
this ratio is symbolized as F(x114). 

ii) The shifting ratio of X component 
The elements that has been reduced in their sizes should be shifted in their 

positions in accordance with their reduction ratio of their sizes. 
(a) When the consonant digram C1C~, or CkCk is appeared in a character form, 

the X component of each element should be reduced to a half of their 
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standard size and the second consonant Ci! and Ck should be shifted one 
interval toward the right side. The meaning of one interval in each case 
of shiftings equal to the size of each consonant or vowel. 

The coefficient of this shifting ratio is symbolized as S(x112). 
(b) When the character form is CiCi V, the X component of each element should 

be reduced to one-third of their standard size and the vowel V is to be 
shifted two interval toward the right side. The coefficient of this ratio is 
symbolized as S(xJ 1s). 

(c) When the consonant C and Ck is being used alone as their initial and final 
sound, the X component of this single consonant is to be reduced to one
third of their standard size and should also be shifted one interval toward 
the right side. The coefficient of this ratio is symbolized as S(x11s). 

(d) When the character form is CiCi VV', the X component of each element 
should be reduced to a quarter of their standard size and the vowel V' is 
to be shifted three interval toward the right side. The coefficient of this 
ratio is symbolized as S(Xa14). 

iii) The reduction ratio of Y component 
(a) When there is vowel Vi in a character form, the Y component of each 

element should be reduced to a half of their standard size. The coefficient 
of this ratio is symbolized as F(y 112). 

(b) When there are vowel Vi and consonant Ck in a character form, the Y 
component of each form element should be reduced to one-third of their 
standard size. The coefficient of this ratio is symbolized as F(y 1;s). 

(c) When there are vowel V and consonant Ck in a character form, the Y 
component of each form element should be reduced to a half of their 
standard size. The coefficient of this ratio is symbolized as F(y112). 

iv) The shifting ratio of Y component 
(a) When there is vowel V1 in a character form, the Y component of each 

form element should be reduced to a half of their standard size and the 
vowel Vi should be shifted down one interval. The coefficient of this ratio 
is symbolized as S(y 112). 

(b) When the consonant Ck and the vowel V appear in a character form, the 
· Y component of this Ck and V is to be reduced to a half of their standard 
size and the consonant C should be shifted down one interval. The coef
ficient of this ratio is symbolized as S(y 112). 

(c) When there are vowel Vi and consonant Ck in a character form, the Y 
. component of each form element should be reduced to one-third of their 

standard size and the consonant Ck is to be shifted down two intervals. 
The coefficient of this ratio is symbolized as S(y21s). 

At first glance, all of these conditions stated above seem very complicated. 
However, with the logical composition of the seven form features, it is possible to 
accomplish both of these variation and shifting conditions simultaneously. There
fore, the circuit of accomplishing these conditions can be minimized. 

4. Pattern wave synthesis 

To combine the fundamental elements into a rectangular frame, a new system 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the character generator. 

of character generator is composed which performs the several conditions stated 
in the previous sections. The major part of this new system of character genera
tor is composed of the charactor form detector, order signal generator, pattern 
generator, and variable combination system. The complete block diagram is shown 
in Fig. 3. 

The fundamental elements coded at the input circuit is circulated on the loop 
circuit which is composed of input circuit, shift register (SR), and deflection me
mory. The shift register shifts the input signals to the right and delay it until 
the seven form features are discriminated completely in letter form detector. This 
delay operation is to become necessary because a character form is determined 
completely after the maximum six fundamental input elements come into the shift 
register in this paper is composed of 6 stages because 7 element characters are 
seldom used in everyday Korean nowadays. 

The character form detector detects the seven character form features from the 
characteristics of the input codes and stores it until the latest element code comes 
into the shift register. The element codes which have passed the shift register are 
detected in holder decorder to generate the order signals. This order signal is 
applied to the variable combination circuit to control the X and Y component of 
the pattern wave in accordance with the character forms to be combined. 

The pattern wave of X and Y components is generated by the combination of 
the pattern parameter which has been selected from the characteristics of the funda
mental input element detected in holder decorder and the timing pulse from the 
timing pulse generator. The non-necessary part of the pattern wave is cancelled 
by the blocking signals applied on the Z axis of the CRT. 

In short, the coded input elements are combined automatically into a rectangular 
character frame in various sizes and positions according to their character form. 

This automatic variation of input elements in a character frame resembles the 
psychological concept which is applied when we write a character. The detailed 
descriptions of the major parts are given below. 
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FMR (I) FMR(ll) FMR(m) 

1------o clear ( m) 

t-------------o clear (II) 

t---~---------------o clear (I) 

Fig. 4. Character form detector 

A. Character form detector 

The character form detector is composed of a few and gates and a parallel 
three stage registers each of which has seven flip-flops as shown in Fig. 4. The 
four character form features are discriminated in this character form detector by 
the combination of the output of the three flip-flops (A, B, C) among the five flip
flops of the first stage of shift register. Each of the four combinations of this 
three output states (such as y 4, y 4 · y a, y 4 · y a· y 2, y 4 · y a· y 2) corresponds to the four 
characteristics of the fundamental element codes (such as A, AB, ABC, ABC). The 
relationships between the four output states and the characteristics of the funda
mental elements which correspond to the four form elements are tabulated in 
Table 6. 

From these four states (such as C, Vh V, V'), the seven form features can be 
discriminated by the sequence of its appearance. That is, the form element C(A) 
(consonant) is tranformed into four of the form features such as Y1(CkCk), Y2(Ck), 
Y3(C1), Y/C1Cr), by the operation sequence of the flip-flops such as A 11 A2, Aa, A4, 
respectively. Therefore, seven form features (such as Y1(CkCk), Y2(Ck), Ya(Cr), y4(CrCr), 
y5( Vr), y6( V), y7( V')) can be detected at the output terminals of the character form 
detector. So, all of the character forms are discriminated by the sequence of the 
appearance of these seven form features. However, it is necessary to store these 
detected form features for a while on account of the fact that the seven form fea
tures do not appear at a time. If all of the charcters are composed of 6 elements, 
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Table 6. Characteristics of the fundamental 
elements and its form features 

Out put states Code Form I of flip-flop features features --r--- ------- --------

I y4 A c 
2 Y4·Y3 AB Vi 
3 Y4· Y3· Y2 ABC v 
4 Y4. Y3· Y2 ABC v' 

it may be good enough to equip the form detector with one stage register which 
has seven flip-flops. But when the two element characters come into the shift 
register, three characters can exist in the shift register. Therefore, it is necessary 
to equip the three stage parallel registers (Fig. 4). 

B. Order signal generator 

In this circuit, the seven form features y;(i=1, 2, ... , 7) and the characteristics 
of the fundamental element codes (A, A, AB, AB, CDE, CDE, CDE, Ci5E, Ci5E, 
Ci5E, AB, CDE, CDE, C), which had been detected in holder-decorder are combined 
to generate the order signals of character forms which control the sizes and posi
tions of a pattern wave. This circuit is symmetrical in X and Y axises. 

1) The order signal of X component 
To derive the logical expressions about the relationships between the conditions 

of F(x;), S(x;), the character form features, and the characteristics of the fundamen
tal element codes, a few symbols are defined as follows. 
a. When there is a consonant C; in a character, this statement is defined as yr. 
b. When there is a consonant Ck in a character, this statement is defined as YI· 

c. When there is a vowel V in a character, such a state is defined as AB. 
d. When there is a vowel V; in a character, such a statement is defined as AB. 

By these definitions stated above, it is possible to obtain the logical expressions 
about the X component of any input character forms. For example, if any chara
cter form has the form element C1C1 VV' as their X component, the reduction ratio 
of this character form is F(x114). In this character form, the consonant C;C; means 
the form feature Y4 and the vowel V and V' mean the form feature Y6 and Y1· 

Also the consonant C; has the characteristic of Yr and the vowel V, V' has the 
characteristics of AB. Therefore, the coefficient F(x114) can be expressed logically 
as follows, 

( 1) 

If any input character form has the form element C;C; V, C;C; V', or C; VV' the 
reduction ratio of this X component is F(x1 1 s) and the logical expression of this 
coefficient is obtained as follows, 
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( 2) 

The coefficient F(x114) in the expression (2) had been especially established to cut 
off the circuit operation of the expression (1). 

In this way, the expressions about the coefficient F(x2,a) and F(x112) also can 
be obtained as follows, 

F(.x2,a)=(Y.r+ AB)(y6 +Y1 +Y4) + AB(y6 +Y7) +Y1Yt + F(xJ;a) 

F(x1 1 2) =A+ F(xH) 

( 3) 

( 4) 

The expressions about the coefficient of shifting ratios which is in proportion 
to the reduction ratios can be obtained as follows, 

S(xa 1 4)=F(xJ;4) · AB·CDE 

S(x21a) =F(xJ1 a)AB ·CDE+S(xa 4) 

S(x1 1 2)= AB + AiAj+S(x213) 

The symbol AiAj in the expression (5) represent the consonant digram CiCi. 
2) The order signal of Y component 

( 5 ) 

The Y component of character forms are composed of two or three steps such 
c cc c cl 

as T), vi 1, vb and vi v. When there is vi or ck in any of input character form, 
vi 1 ck ck 

the form feature of this character form y5 or Y2 and the charcteristics of this 
fundamental element code is AB or A. Therefore, the expressions for the reduc
tion ratio F(yi) and the shifting ratio S(yi) can be obtained as follows, 

AB 
CDE 
A 

F(y1;3) =(A+ AB). Y2. Y5 

Fig. 5. Order signal generator 
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Ql 

* Q7 Q3 
X- Xo 

Os 04 
05 

(a) 

Fig. 6. Vector pulse 
(a) Given vector pulse 

r Yo 
Xt 

y_ 

(b) 

(b) X and Y component of the given vector pulses 

S(y2;s) =yl· F(Yl;s) 

S(y1;2) =(A. Yl + AB)F(yl;2) + S(y2;3) 
( 7) 

As a result, the logic circuits which have the F(xi), S(xi), and F(yi), S(yi) as 
their out put states can be constructed from these expressions of (1)-(7). These 
expressions of F(xi, Yi) and S(xi, Yi) generate the signals which control the size and 
position of the fundamental elements which are able to synthesize more than 14,364 
Korean characters. The circuit of X and Y axises should be constructed sym
metrically. The circuit of F(xi) and S(xi) are shown in Fig. 5. 

C. Pattern wave generator 

The generation of pattern wave is performed by the synthesis of the vector 
pulse Qb which have been obtained by the combination of the pattern parameter 
Qi and the timing pulse y 1• The vector pulse Qb and its X and Y components are 
shown in Fig. 6. 

Qb= l: QiY.i ( 8) 
i=1.2, ... , 4, j=l .2, ···, 32 

This vector pulse Qb is analized ·into X and Y components each of which comprises 
the vector pulse components (x-, xo, x+) and (y_, Yo, Y+) as shown in Fig. 6. As a 
result, the expressions about the vector pulse components (x_, xo, x+) and (y_, Yo, Y+) 
can be obtained as follows. 

s 

X-= .L; Qi yl= .L: Qi 
i=6 i=l,2,8 

Xo= .L; Qi 
i=O,l,5 

( 9) 
6 

Y-=.L;Qi 
i=4 

(10) 

Yo= .L; Qi 
i=0,3,7 

The analysis of each vector pulse Qb into (x_, xo, x+) and (y_, Yo, Y+) are tabulated 
in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Vector pulse components 

Vector X com- Y com-
Qb ponent ponent 

0 Xo Yo 
I Xo Y-t 
2 X+ y+ 
3 X+ Yo 
4 X+ y_ 
5 Xo y_ 
6 X- y_ 

7 X- Yo 
8 X- Y+ 

Xo 

Oth~-p_re_s_et __ sta_r_tin--=-g-----'p'-o_int ___________ --1~___~ 

Fig. 7. Pattern wave generator 

out put 

-----oX 

These vector pulse components described in the expressions of (8), (9), and (10) 
can be realized by the three stage logic circuit. 

The circuit of pattern wave generator by the input of these vector pulse com
ponents is shown in Fig. 7. 

As shown in Fig. 7, the vector pulse components (x __ , xo, x t) are selected by the 
two flip-flops B1 and B2 and these selected vector pulse components make the 
switching circuit charge or discharge the condenser C1 alternately. The charging 
current /1 =- /2 which correspond to the pattern wave induce the ramp voltage of 
slope ±115 mv/ps. The Oth pulse of the timing pulse yj makes the Tr Ql and Q2 

to devide the voltage + V. This devided voltage V supply the initial condition of 
the condenser C11 which is the standard level of the pattern wave. The circuit of 
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pattern wave generator is symmetrical in X and Y axises. 

D. Pattern wave synthesis 

In this circuit, the size and position of a pattern wave are controlled by the 
form order signals which are in proportion to the various conditions stated in the 
previous sections. 

1) The circuit of reducing the size of a pattern wave 
To reduce the size of a pattern wave, the emitter follower is employed in re

verse mode. In general, the collector current ic of emitter follower is given as, 

(11) 

If we let the input voltage ein=const', and make the emitter resistance increase 
step by step, the collector current ic which correspond to the size of a pattern 
wave will increase step by step in inverse proportion to the emitter resistance. So, 
as shown in Fig 8(b), the emitter resistance is derived into three steps and each 
of which is connected to the two stage switching circuits. According to the input 
states of the terminal T1 and T2, the emitter resistance Re is to be connected to 
the ground step to control the collector current ic which corresponds to the size 
of a input pattern For instance, 
a. when the states of T1 and Tz are both in 0 states, the node (a) and (b) is to 

Oa ic 

e in 

ic 

e 02 R' 
T, •- -~--: 

I R" Re I 
I 1" o, 
I 
I 
I 

R' 03 I 

12<>--lli-- 1 

R" 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 8. Pattern wave control circuit 
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be connected to the ground and the emitter resistance of Tr Qa is to become 
R1. Then, the collector current is to become ein!R1 and this is the standard 
size of a pattern wave. 

b. when the states are TI(1) and Tz(O), the node (a) is to be opened from the 
ground and the node (b) is still in connection to the ground. In this case, the 
emitter resistance R1 is to become 2Rl (if R1=Rz) and the collector current 
becomes a half of the standard magnitude. 

c. when the stages are T1(0) and Tz(1), the node (a) and (b) are both opened from 
the ground and the emitter resistance Re is to become 3RI (if R1 =R2=Ra), 
The collector current in this case becomes one-third of the standard magnitude. 
From this theoretic point of view, it is possible to construct the system of 
pattern wave synthesis as shown in Fig. 9. 
The circuit of Tr Qa and Na

1
-Na

4 
in Fig. 9 perform the reduction of the pat

tern wave. That is, by the input states of Na
1

- Na
4

, the collector current ic which 
is in correspondence to the input pattern wave ein is to be decreased 1/1, 1/2, 1/3, 
1/4, and 2/3 in proportion to the reduction ratio of F(xi). 

The magnitude 1/1 of collector current ic means that the input pattern is dis
played on CRT without reduction in their size. This magnitude of 1/1 is very 
useful in the case of when the single element characters such as Roman alphabet 
or Arabian numbers are used with the combinational characters such as Korean. 
The circuit of Nb

1
- Nb

4 
is to become necessary to compensate the shifting of start

ing point which is caused by the reduction of the fundamental patterns. 
It is very important to note that the emitter resistance Re should be carefully 

divided in order to perform the reduction ratios. The shifting of input pattern 
wave is performed by the circuit of Nc

1
- Nc

3
, Nd

1
- Nd

3
, Tr. Qb, and the summing 

amplifier. 
At first, the potential of Va can be obtained as, 

a. when there are no signals of F(xi) in the circuit of Nct
1

- Nd
3

, the potential 

F(X2)o-~--~---0 
3 : 

'f 
' b 

F(X~) ,_ -~--j---

~ 
F(X_!_)o--~-;-- c 

3 ' 
~ 

F(X I )o--~--L- d 
4 

Oa 

R 

R 
2 

R 
2 

R 

S(X_J~-..--~ 
R 2 ;t 

S(X_z)o--1!1--: 
3 ;t 

S(X3)~-J~--' 
4 

Fig. 9. Combination circuit 
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of node (a) becomes Va =lsRo. 
b. when there are signals of F(xi) in some of the Nd

1
- Nd

3
, the potential of 

node (a) becomes Va=lsR" F(xi). 
The insertion of Tr. Qn makes the potential of node (a) and (b) the same 

( Va= Vb). Therefore, the emitter current ic of Tr Qb can b2 01)~ained as follows 

R" K=fs ----
Ro 

As a result, the collector current ic=ie makes the d-e current lz to be applied to 
the summing amplifier. 

In short, in order to shift the position of the pattern wave, the level of cur
rent /1 is controlled by the d-e current lz which is also controlled by the signal 
of F(xi) and S(xi). 

5. Results of experiment and conclusions 

To check out the capabilities of this device, a few representative Korean cha
racters composed of 2 to 6 elements were displayed on CRT of this device as in 
Fig. 10. 

(a) It was confirmed that, from the experiment with this device, more than 
14,364 different Korean characters can be displayed in good character qua
lity on CRT from only 24 fundamental input elements. 

(b) The fundamental elements can be combined with perfect freedom into a 
character in vertical or perpendicular arrangement according to the form 
required by the character. At the same time, even the same elements can 
be displayed on CRT in automatically varied sizes and forms according to 
its positions required in a charcter. 

(c) It was also confirmed that the maximum number of characters possible to 
be combined with this device amounts to about a milion, which includes 
all the obsolete charcters no longer in use. 

(d) This device is simpler and more economical than any conventional device 
developed until recently. 

(e) The form features obtained in this paper can be applicable to improve the 
character quality of Korean teletypewriter. 
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Fig. 10. A 
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(B) 

Fig. 10. Results of Experiment 
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